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Abstract: In this era of technology, ATM card is the essential part of life. To have transaction
ATM pin code is compulsory and it must be secure. Pin Code is transferred via Postal Services
in envelop which is very easy to reveal that may be unsecure. Visual cryptography encodes a
secret binary image (SI) into
shares of random binary patterns. If the shares are xeroxed
onto transparencies, the secret image can be visually decoded by superimposing a qualified
subset of transparencies, but no secret information can be obtained from the superposition
of a forbidden subset. Visual quality of the obtained halftone shares is observably better
than that attained by any available visual cryptography method known to date. A technique
named halftone visual cryptography is proposed to achieve visual cryptography via halftoning. Here in this paper Visual Cryptography approach which is simple, fast and provide
privacy protection when sharing sensitive ATM
\ Pin Code. In this ATM Pin Code is divided it
into two shares. These shares can be transferred to the recipients via electronic mail or
postal. ATM Pin Code can be obtained only when two shares combined together at receiving
side by Customer.
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INTRODUCTION
This paper focuses on developing a general halftone visual cryptography framework for
securing an ATM PIN or any E-commerce transition, where a secret binary image is encrypted
into high-quality halftone images, or halftone shares. In particular, the proposed method
applies the rich theory of blue noise half-toning to the construction mechanism used in
conventional VC to generate halftone shares, while the security properties are still maintained.
The same contrast is obtained over the whole decoded image. The halftone shares carry
significant visual information to the viewers, such as landscapes, buildings, etc. The visual
quality obtained by the new method is significantly better than that attained by extended VC or
any other available VC method known to date.
Visual Cryptography approach which is simple, fast and provide privacy protection when
sharing sensitive ATM Pin Code. In Visual Cryptography ATM Pin Code is dividing into two bit
map file shares. These shares can be transferred to the recipients via electronic mail or postal
Services by taking print on transparencies individually.
The new approach consists of system which will be interconnected by bank server. System first
take a user data from database and then set a ATM PIN in the from of Image, Then this Image
will be divide in two share and only one share will be send to user and second share store in
repository. Whenever user want to PIN he will login on site and upload its first share then
system will automatically overlapped second share and user get its password or access to
transition.
METHOD & MATERIALS:
This process organized as follows. The fundamental principles of visual cryptography based on
which halftone visual threshold methods are proposed to construct the simplest two-out-oftwo scheme and, further a general access structure scheme.
In our application we are implementing Two-out-of-Two Halftone Visual Cryptography Method
to provide security to the PIN of ATM for bank customer. Here Bank User generates the two
shares from image of the PIN. Then send one share to the customer (account holder). Then
customer send notification about one share to the bank so that bank user knows that customer
got one share. After that bank send second share to the Costumer. Shares are supposed to be
copied on transparencies and decoding of the secret image is done by stacking the shares
physically and customer can easily get his ATM PIN.
Visual cryptography (VC) allows the decoding of concealed images without any cryptographic
computation. Particularly in a k-out-of-n visual secret sharing scheme (VSS), a secret image is
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cryptographically encoded into n shares. Each share resembles a random binary pattern. The n
shares are then Xeroxed onto transparencies respectively and distributed among n participants.
The secret images can be visually revealed by stacking together any k or more transparencies of
the shares and no cryptographic computation is needed. However, by inspecting less than k
shares one cannot gain any information about the secret image, even if infinite
computational power is available. Therefore we can use this technique to give security to PIN
of ATM for bank customer.
Problem Definition: To provide high security to the bank customer’s Personal identification
number (PIN) using Halftone Visual cryptography method. In this method we divide encoded
secret binary image (SI) into two shares.
1)Bank User: - Bank Use selects customer information from database and enters the PIN of
respective customer. Then PIN image is generated by system. Here Bank User generates the
two shares from image of the PIN form application. Then send one share to the customer
(account holder). Then customer send notification about one share to the bank so that bank
user knows that customer got one share.
1) User Registration:-In this module a bank user gets registered to our application with his
details and his password. For this he enters all the mandatory information which is require for
registration. This information will manipulate into database safely.
2) Login:- Here the registered users are trying to logging in with their registered user name and
the password. If the user is authenticated he can successfully logged in otherwise restricted.
Random Share Creation:-The message consists of black and white pixels. Each pixel appears in n
shares, one for each transparency. The share is a collection of m black and white sub-pixels.
3) Half-toning Greyscale Image:- Half-toning process converts a continuous-tone image
(greyscale image) into a binary valued image using algorithms like Error diffusion. Using the
secret image and multiple greyscale images, halftone shares are generated such that the
resultant halftone shares are no longer random patterns, but take meaningful visual images.
4) Decoding Image:- Shares are supposed to be copied on transparencies and decoding of the
secret image involves stacking the shares physically. After that bank send second share to the
Costumer. Shares are supposed to be copied on transparencies and decoding of the
secret image is done by stacking the shares physically. When bank customer gets both shares
he can decode the image and get the PIN.
5) Decoding Image:- Shares are supposed to be copied on transparencies and decoding of the
secret image involves stacking the shares physically. After that bank send second share to the
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Costumer. Shares are supposed to be copied on transparencies and decoding of the
secret image is done by stacking the shares physically. When bank customer gets both shares
he can decode the image and get the PIN.
RESULT :The shares are of better quality means better secret hiding and hence the quality of the
secret image can be traded off for better secrecy.
Error diffusion algorithm is use to achieve improved halftone image quality in each developing
a general halftone visual cryptography framework, where a secret binary image is encrypted
into high-quality halftone images, or halftone shares.
The shares are of better quality meanbetter secret hiding and hence the quality of the
secret image can be traded off for better secrecy. By stacking the two shares bank
customer can easily decode the PIN code.
It is time saving application for user. In particular, here method applies the rich theory of
blue noise half-toning to the construction mechanism used in conventional VC to generate
halftone shares, while the security properties are still maintained. The same contrast is
obtained over the whole decoded image. The visual quality obtained by the new method is
significantly better than that attained by extended VC or any other available.
In the future work, we will try to provide high security by applying advanced encryption
algorithm. We will improve the ATM pin protection Technique for sending a public and private
key by using Halftone Visual Cryptography and it will be use in mobile banking by using some
special authorized proxy server and also use for storing large database. Our approach is to
provide a scheme that will be able to satisfy the user needs and requirements.
CONCLUSION:Our study helps for secured ATM PIN using Halftone VC, And also provides a security to ECommerce transition by Using halftone VC algorithm .In terms of future work, you will improve
the same Technique for sending a public and private key by using Halftone VC. Here, a general
framework of halftone visual cryptography is proposed. Applying the rich theory of blue noise
half-toning into the construction mechanism of conventional VC, the proposed method
generates visually pleasing halftone shares carrying significant visual information. The obtained
visual quality is better than that attained by any other available VC method known to date. The
new method can be broadly used in a number of visual secret sharing applications which
require high-quality visual images, such as watermarking, electronic cash, etc.
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